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Living Documents 1 
Issue #1 
From the Archives 
Collection published Fall 2018 

For 30 years The Back Door, now The Doorway has assured young people 
that our first priority is to listen to them. 
Our archives hold every piece of writing of each person who has participated 
with our community in their journey of exiting the street and their process 
of integrating back into mainstream. 
We are the listeners. Writing and art collected over the years communicate 
reality at a point in time,  the documented experiences of how young people 
see and feel the world we have created for them. 
The Doorway is a learning environment where mutual listening is the magic 
of creating the safe space for new ideas and choices and affirmation and 
hope. We all grow when we really hear and our brain takes us the 
unexpected places we need to discover and accomplish. 
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Living Documents Publishing 

Living Documents Publishing is a Not for Profit publishing and production 
house that receives and processes text and visual material for distribution 
and documentation. We pay for stories and images from individuals from  
the edges, on the periphery, and on the front line. 

Living Documents Publishing is in collaboration with The Listening Project 
and The Doorway. 

www.livingdocumentspublishing.com 
 

Listening Project 

We invite you to teach others and challenge perspectives by submitting your 
stories illustrating realities and examples of social barriers, policies, systems 
and social issues. 

www.thelisteningproject.ca 

The Doorway 

The Doorway process is based on a step by step planning and contracting 
process. Participants choose each successive step they need to take to get off 
the streets. Participants use MY PLAN to write their plan of action. They 
then discuss it with a volunteer or staff member. Genuine conversation is 
key. This planned step is their contract, and commitment to themselves. 
Participants are paid a $15 incentive for each contract they negotiate to a 
maximum of 8 steps per month. 

www.thedoorway.ca 

http://www.thelisteningproject.ca/
http://www.thedoorway.ca/
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“I want to write about the great and powerful thing that listening is.  

And how we forget it. 

And how we don’t listen to our children, or those we love.  

And least of all – which is so important, too – to those we do not love. 

 

But we should. 

Because listening is a magnetic and strange thing, a creative force … 

When we are listened to, it creates us, makes us unfold and expand. 

Ideas actually begin to grow within us and come to life.” 

 

Brenda Ueland, The Art of Listening 
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Forward  

30 years of listening every day to young people on the edges of our society is 
beyond profound. It is an honor to be trusted to listen and to hear their 
thoughts and perspectives. 
    The Back Door was created in 1988 as a community project, a community 
response with a singular purpose of listening to young people and to learn 
from them about how they experience our society, and how community 
people can understand and be useful to their exit from the street culture. 
    The name, The Back Door, resonated with young people for whom front 
doors were often closed. Young people intuitively understood the safety of a 
backdoor and their access through it. In 2005 The Back Door renamed itself 
The Doorway. 
    The Doorway opened a more robust process of including community 
people as a critical element to the acceptance and belief in the young people 
inside. 
    Our society continues to document young people in databases that are 
formatted around their behaviors. They become data on the lists that seek 
funding to fix them. There are no formal opportunities to hear and respect 
them as persons. 
    LIVING DOCUMENTS is intended to offer you a direct opportunity to 
hear and see and imagine and feel the realities of their lives. They do not 
seek pity, They seek to be understood and respected.  
    Together we offer this Journal as an anthology, offering you an 
opportunity to know their capabilities and their grace extended to us in their 
learning to fit and create their own space to belong.  

Marilyn Dyck 
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Untitled 

 

 “I know how it feels to have all my dignity, respect, confidence, beat right 
out of me to leave me shaking and scared just like a dog. Nothing I can say is 
right, good enough, or just totally unrealistic. I am nothing- worse than 
nothing. I can’t do anything right. I try and try to hold what I’m feeling, 
inside, cause if a peep even comes out of my mouth I’m gonna get another 
kick in the face, and if I yell out in pain another one will follow that one 
cause, in my strange father’s eyes, it’s not sinking into my ugly, thick skull. I 
don’t know what to do. It’s like he wants me to be in sync with his every 
thought, feeling, but I can’t read minds. I feel so trapped and scared and 
tired. I can feel myself, my spirit, slowly dying. I’m starting to become a 
robot. I can’t be myself. I want so much to ask someone if what’s happening 
to me is right, normal or something, cause I’m the only kid in school that 
has a black eye or fat lip or in a cast every other week. I always have to fight 
another kid so I have an excuse in the principal’s office why I’m always so 
battered. Why do I keep covering up and lying for my father? Can’t anyone 
see I’m hurting? They just turn their heads like I got what I deserved. I feel 
so strange on the outside looking in.  

I have to bust out! I have to fly free cause I’m gonna kill myself pretty soon. 
I’m getting sick and tired of cleaning up a big mess that never ends. I’m 
bailing out on this nightmare to take refuge with criminals, sniggers, 
alcoholics, bums. Anything is better than being an insane man’s puppet.  
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I did a lot of things I’m not proud of. Grew up on the streets and in 
institutions. Still got beat up, mostly by the police. Lived a hard life. Hurt a 
lot of people and burned a lot of people. I never really wanted to be on the 
streets but it was my only escape. It was my only choice, to be free, so I had 
to learn the ways of the street, and fast, because on the street there are no 
rules. Anything goes but rats, burnouts, wannabes and heavies. I learned to 
exist in this backwards society. All the beatings I took made me more of a 
coward than a great big, heartless wrecking machine, so I always ran with a 
pack of misfits like myself, always carried a weapon. Thrash or be thrashed 
is how I had to live. All my girlfriends were hoes, prostitutes… whatever. I 
don’t even remember a sober day. I remember always sitting in the alley with 
the alley whacker’s pipe in my mouth, free basing up another day’s earnings 
while they’re playing X and O’s with their blood out of the syringe.  

Man, life has got to be better than this! Can’t trust no one. I’m on the edge. 
There were times death would have been welcomed as a friend, but thank 
god or whoever is up there looking out for me, I didn’t cross over the line of 
no return. No matter how bad it got, it got worse and that’s how the streets 
were for me.  

I’m sure glad I got off scot free. I guess maybe there’s a higher purpose for 
my existence on this planet, but if I did not live my life the way I did, I 
probably would not be so willing to make my life a lot better and learn new 
things with an open mind. Well, anyway, I’m changing big time for the 
better. YEAAHHHAHH. PEACE.” 

 Anonymous 
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Untitled 

 

“The rain fall from above, the ground you stand on is unsure…you walk on 
a platform shadowing others before… expectation’s hold is losing grip… 
your feet are firmly planted on a world worn thin and you’re standing on a 
world ready to rip… nothing to support you but threads wearing thin…as 
the prize of acceptance proves a trophy you can’t win 

 

You need the strength to go forward. To go on…but can you keep going 
ahead without looking down? 
Not much effort is needed to just stand in the rain. It will AHS away your 
tears….the 
Cold will numb your pain 
The rain doesn’t care what you don’t or you do… you can’t do nothing the 
wrong way… 
And to do nothing is all you seem able to do  
The rain cares not of failing… the rain looks not for fame... Nothing really 
matters…in  
The rain we’re all the same 
But if you feel you can brave monsters… you think you’re strong enough to 
last?.. Then look forward to that dirty window… and feel that power fading 
fast 
I know you can’t see through it, or past its midnight hue… but on the other 
side they can  
See out here, and right through you 
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The are looking through you right now,… they can look no farther down 
upon you. So they now 
Look right past… you can’t escape they’re following eyes… they place 
themselves 
Above…causing eyes to be downcast 
How dare you try to meet their gaze, blindly through black glass… we have 
both spent Many years looking down on others at them pass 
You tried to get closer to that window once before… you’ve dawned the 
mask they all have worn, 
And flashed a smile so fake, just to get in the door… 
You’ve dressed up nice with nose in air… You had to be a part… You sit and  
Speak, roll 
Over too… it’s only just the start 
Do you like the zoo my dear? Where monkey see and monkey do… the 
follow the leader, 
The lemming, my dear… you fit right in there too 
The glass will show you own self… a lesson must be learned… you still 
outside… 
Look at yourself ! For I am concerned 
You’ll see a shadow soaked in rain…Cheshire grin from cheek to cheek  
Keep it up, my luv… I know you’re weak 
Now march on forward with the flock of sheep, March proudly with the 
herd…get quickly 
Moving back on track… you’re going forward, aren’t you now? 
If you’d only look you’d see you’re actually being pushed back  
Ghosts of mistakes present and of past… haunt you in the night… hear the 
laughter 
Whispering through the air… they taunt as bullies might 
You had to lose it all to see what you really had… the rainbows chased your 
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whole damn 
Life… distracted you from what treasure you actually had 
Now listen, hear the shrieking cries… feel the hatred from within… and face 
the fight 
That burns inside… that no one will ever win 
Each soldier losing...each soldier fights in vain… each soldier just another 
facet of the 
Grinning shadow in the rain  
War goes on as who you can be… were… and should have been… fight 
ruthlessly 
To be the one and only who is now… who you think you should be 
But let me not spoil their fun… and make them see the truth… the only you 
That should ever be is the you that is made of them together as one” 

 
Anonymous 
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Untitled 

 

“I am a man living on the Edge 
To make a change I’ve made a pledge 
It is hard but it will work 
Times are tough and I feel like dirt 
No matter what I never give up 
Even when things are good or times are tough 
Drugs are not for me 
Never for the world and me  
The streets are hard to love in 
but I never give in 
Alcohol is just trouble 
It’ll bring dawn to dirt and rubble 
think clear and always do your best 
when life’s hard and puts you to the test.” 
 
 
Anonymous  
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Suicide Girl 

 

My best friend told me a secret today… 
…He was going to hurt himself today… 
…He was going to end his life today… 
The saddest part 
Is that a small piece of me 
Had the nerve 
To wish that he did… 
That’s horrid, I know. But might you ask why? 
Simply because, if he were not here right now, 
Then I would have the will 
To end my own life as well. 
Pathetic, 
Am I right?  
It’s sad how I am beginning to realize 
That I am not still standing here today 
For myself. 
I am literally breathing 
For everyone else.  
I have no intentions to “live a full life”.  
I don’t even have any intentions 
To live. 
My only intention is to make it through each day 
In order to be here for the ones 
Whom believe that I am the only one 
They really have.  
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I live to this day 
So that the people I love know 
That they have someone 
Who will always listen. 
I have not the strength 
To end my own life. 
Per say I did though, 
What if I did right now?  
Then let’s say that my friend, who puts 
All of his problems and insecurities into 
A spoon and burns them to the point where 
He can hardly recognize them anymore 
To then command the narrow beak 
Of his beloved syringe to inhale his liquidated substance; 
Devouring it with ease. 
He works his veins to show themselves 
Once more again 
Before he plunges the very same beak 
Deep within his arm, 
And with one push the burning sensation of 
The monster which he created attacks every cell throughout 
His blood stream; he 
Can feel no pain at all!  
He has the courage to do anything again!  
So he decides to use that courage to do as I,  
And with one breath 
He breaths the risk, 
And with that exhale 
He releases an almost-beautiful 
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ribbon of silk 
About as red as a precious lovers 
Luscious lips, 
Or the wine he drank to the 
thought of her. 
That ribbon flows into a gown, 
Leaving his skin as pale 
As the December snow 
Without even a note to explain why.  
They’ll ask what pushed him over the edge, 
And I wonder who else - 
Other than he and I - 
Would see that it was the ending of me 
That surely pushed him to death. 
Do you understand now, 
Why one might live their life 
Despite seeing there to be 
Nothing to live for?  
I will close my eyes to rest tonight, 
And tomorrow should I regain sight 
I will only move forward for 
you. 
                                                                                                                                      
   Z.N  
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Untitled 

 

I am a young Aboriginal woman. I am from the Siksika Nation Reserve in 
Alberta. Two years ago, I went through a life changing experience, which 
made me move to Calgary, Alberta. When I came up, I had absolutely no 
where to go. I didn’t know how to pick myself up from getting knocked 
down. So, I just went with the flow; started hanging out with the wrong 
crowd, started doing things that I wouldn’t normally do, just to fit in. Little 
did I know, I had walked myself into an addiction. I really didn’t have 
support up here to help me out of it. For two years, I was a crystal meth and 
heroin addict. That was the lowest, saddest time of my life. For our younger 
generation: we can easily get sucked into an addiction. I don’t regret 
everything that I have been through because it’s made me who I am today. I 
am now seven months clean and sober, taking it one day at a time. I am just 
putting it out there for the younger generation to make sure you have a 
strong support system when you come to Calgary. Make the right choices. It 
is not fun hitting rock bottom on the streets. There doesn’t have to be a first 
for everything.  
                                                                                                                                      
   Anonymous 
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Stranger 

 

“Passing and lonely 
Dark cold of night. 
A window becomes the center 
Of Stranger’s down casted sight. 
This window, though frosted 
Is warmed by something almost felt. 
The scene that is captured 
So warm it caused winter to melt. 

Feet are now frozen 
Stranger’s stiff and silent. 
The colors of a life 
Paint a portrait of how love is meant. 

This precious moment holds 
A stranger this night. 
Caught by flames 
Of fire and candle light. 

A moment enough to feel warmth  
Through the glass. 
As a family shares their life 
It seems as though time does not pass. 
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A fine feed of life 
A meal is set. 
Expressions of caring 
Stranger’s eyes are now wet. 

No special occasion 
Just togetherness. 
Tears now fill the eyes  
Of a friend of loneliness. 

Mother looks up 
Seeing window no longer bare. 
Other faces peer out 
At the face frozen there. 

Poor Stranger, feeling guilty 
For intruding and such. 
Tries to smile and nod 
Hoping not to bother too much. 

But a door opens up 
Before escape can be made. 
As a cloaked figure bids Stranger 
Need not be afraid. 

“Please come and warm up, 
Have something to eat” 
“Come inside, I insist, 
Please have a seat.” 
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Hesitation is Stranger’s 
Only response to this plea. 
How could she be a part of 
The scene that they see. 

But insistence accompanied  
By the biting cold. 
Stranger is speechless 
But lo and behold. 

Drawn to the fireside 
Through the door. 
As if destiny would not allow her 
To be alone anymore. 

So precious the world 
When a family is yours. 
And more precious a family 
What makes a stranger part of theirs.” 
                                                                                                                                      
                Stranger  
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Dislocation 

 

I came into the office the other day, as per usual, and what to my wondering 
eyes should appear, but the biggest, most beautiful Dream Catcher I do 
believe I have ever seen. It was grand. Willow entwined with Sage, fringed 
with horse hair and moose hide leather. The feathers, symbolizing the hope 
that each had become “friendly, almost affectionate” with. The beads were of 
wood and bone, a west coast traditional style, and the web of sinew served as 
the main focal point to a truly exotic expression and impression. I have 
never met the Creator of this magnificent work of brilliance, but I do know 
his people. 

I am a treaty Aboriginal myself, registered with a Cree band in Northern 
Alberta, Saddle Lake it’s called, and I have never even been there. I’m what 
they call an “urban Indian” or “Inner City Kiddie,” whatever. I will go there 
someday, when things are smoothed over real nice and stable. When I think 
about it, a lot of what people say is true, I would lose it living in the country 
and to top it off I’m a stranger in my own land. Sure, I know the culture, I 
spent six years of my adolescence trying to drown it in the name of “fun.”I 
believe in many things but what I have a really hard time with is the fact that 
I see far too many of my people (I mean A LOT of people), that just refuse to 
drop the blinders and get up off their knees. Oppression, suppression, 
separation and desperation. All I see is dislocation. And for all I care, it’s 
pitiful. I for one will not stand by and watch it continue. 

The true grace of this heartland, is in its people. The nature of our nature is 
Nature itself. Therefore why not make the best use of today’s knowledge, 
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skills and training, to do what we know is wise in the way of respecting our 
mothers and fathers. That is all I can say for now, but you’ll be hearing from 
me in the future, count on it. Thank you. 

N.L 
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Confessions of Homeless Homo 

 

Have you ever heard of a homeless gay guy? It’s not as common as you think. 
Even though a lot of men are or choose to be fucking closet cases. But then 
there’s me!!!! Hi my name is Warren. I was named after my uncle who 
committed suicide before I was born. Let’s go back in time before I feel like 
telling you the low down. Like come on let’s not jump to conclusion here 
with the long story short bullshit. My early years before I really fucked my 
life up….  

Nov 21 1991 I was welcomed into this shithole world by my asshole father 
and my drunken bitch mother. I am my mother's 3rd and only son. I am my 
dad’s 2nd and only son. Ahead of me there’s my oldest half sister Kirra who I 
share the same mother with, and there’s Noora. My full blooded sister. As 
kids growing up all she ever did was try to hurt me. By like putting my head 
through a window, pushing me in front of a moving car, and constantly 
beating me up. And people wonder why I grew to hate fucken women in a 
way. DUH MOTHERFUCKER’S. Anyways back to my story then there’s 
Kirra who was always my big sister/protector.  But there were days she was a 
fucken bitch to me as well. Besides the sibling drama I remember a lot of 
fighting between my parents both verbally and physically. It would start with 
them getting drunk and then arguing which led to my dad beating the shit 
out of my mom in front of me. For a few years this cycle continued until my 
mom put the fucker in jail and sent me and my sisters off the British 
Columbia to live with auntie Fay who was a fucking evil cunt from hell who 
even to this day I fucken despise. We were sent away because my dad was 
getting out of jail and wanted custody which my mother felt he wasn’t 
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worthy of. She wasn’t much worthy herself, she never really gave the love and 
attention a child deserves. Noora and Kirra were already getting into boys 
and teenage shit before the age of 12. And me I was high needs with severe 
ADHD, ADD, ODD, OCD and FASD. I was on Ritalin and out of fucken 
control. I remember there was very odd behaviors about me.  I was the type 
of boy who was never into dirt, or toys like race cars, Tonka or action 
figures. I always wanted to do what the girls were doing like make up, play 
Barbie’s, and cook. But nobody really said anything about it, and life went 
on. Also I remember my cousin John. We use to play couple and I was the 
woman and he was the man. We always use to play it in the closet until we 
got caught by my sisters and mom layed a nasty fucken lickin on me. But 
after that I still acted girly and nobody suspected anything. To tell you the 
truth I’ve always known I was gay from the very beginning. And I will tell 
you the truth I was always deep down fucken comfortable with it. I didn’t 
and still don’t give a fuck what anyone says about it. Anyways back to my 
evil bitch aunt Fay. I somewhat remember B.C. It was nice and I completed 
grade 1 out there. But what I mostly remember is every time I misbehaved 
or wet the bed which was another one of my big issues but we won’t get into 
it. I would get a fucken rank ass spanking from this fucken bitch. Sometimes 
it was almost a daily thing which I kinda got used to. By the summer of 1997 
my mother travelled out to B.C and brought us back to Manitoba. That same 
summer my moms drinking started to really get out of control. I mean the 
bitch started drinking Lysol. And there was her boytoy Mark who was way 
younger than her. His name was Mark we lived with him and his mother 
Willa on the reserve. As mom’s drinking got out of control she started 
beating on me because she couldn’t handle my behavior issues as well. The 
weapon she always used, the good ole fucken willow stick. I remember the 
one day before school I wasn’t getting ready fast enough and she beat me 
with the stick and I went to school crying. At school they asked what 
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happened and I spilled the beans about everything mom was doing. That 
day when we got home from school a blue minivan showed up in the 
driveway and this is a day I will never forget. I remember 2 ladies came to 
the door and asked to talk to my mom outside and then my mom came back 
inside a few minutes later crying and yelling at me saying “it’s all your fault, 
it’s because of you”. And I will never forget that horrible dirty look she gave 
me as the social workers took me away. I remember we were taken to the 
home of one of the workers. That evening I wandered off down the road to 
the apartment complex and saw my dad sitting outside. I ran to him and told 
him what happened. Immediately he took action and took custody of me 
and Noora. I had just started grade 2 and life with dad was fucken awesome. 
For the first 6 months I thought living with dad was gonna be great and 
perfect. My behaviour issues on the other hand weren’t going well with dad. 
Over time he started to get impatient and fed up with me to the point where 
he started beating on me to gain control. In the mean time I was getting a 
beating from dad here and there and life was still good besides that. Every 
Friday dad would spoil us and buy us whatever we wanted. Then my dad 
started drinking as well. I remember every weekend he drank with someone 
different. And he started leaving us with our mom even though legally he 
wasn’t supposed to. I remember one time he left us with mom for a few days 
and we went to the pow wow and mom got arrested for making drunken 
scenes and tried to fight everyone on my dad’s side of the family. Dad just 
basically brought us home after that incident. But another time later he left 
us with mom and CFS came and took us away again. Kirra and Noora in a 
home together and me in a single home. Shortly after that the girls got to go 
home to dad, but me on the other hand I got sent to another home in MB 
because of my behavior issues and I was awaiting an admission date for 
some child mental health treatment. So for a month I was stuck with this 
crabby dried up fucken bitch named Peggy, and this white boy named 
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Mitchel. This other kid used to get on my fucken nerves to the point where I 
would fight him. I remember one day me and him tried to run away but we 
only made it a mile out of town till some old couple pulled over and took us 
back. I don’t know what I was thinking two 8 year old boys trying to 
hitchhike at night and how fucken dangerous it was for us. We got back and 
the bitch ground the shit out of us, basically till I left for treatment. The day I 
left and got to leave that bitches house was a good feeling I hadn’t had in a 
long time. A social worker drove me half way and then a social worker from 
my reserve drove me the other half. My dad was already there staying with 
my auntie who I barely knew and who was legally blind. I was admitted into 
a ward for children at the center where I would undergo daily assessments 
and tests. This whole thing was ordered by the school division and Child 
and Family Services. After being there a couple days I tried to escape when 
my dad was leaving after a visit because I felt he was abandoning me. It 
reminded me of a time I never told you about. When I was 5 years old him 
and my mom abandoned me at a pow wow in the states for 12 hours. But 
they only located them because my dad was in the hospital because he broke 
his leg jumping out of a moving car when he was drunk. Fucken asshole. But 
anyways my escape failed of course and I got put in a time out room for a 
night. A couple weeks later the whole assessment and tests were done and I 
got to go home. At home however things only seemed to get worse. My 
behaviour got 100% worse. The girls were acting up and dad started beating 
on all of us. Kirra one day ran off after he hit her and told CFS. She refused 
to go home to him and got to go live with relatives. Me and Noora remained 
quiet and chose to stay with dad despite the abuse. It's also I felt or should I 
say we felt we had no choices and we both didn’t want to go back into foster 
care. We went on with life like everything was ok. I remember coming home 
from school and me and Noora wanted to go swimming at the pool and 
there was this guy drinking with my dad named Ron. He was from B.C. He 
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made it very clear and introduced himself. He really liked kids, especially 
boys, and especially boys like me. I remember he came into my room and 
literally had sex with me and violated me when my dad was passed out. 
Needless to say this guy took my virginity when I was 9 years old and I didn’t 
seem to have a problem with it. To this day I feel that is what made me 
sexually frustrated and insecure about being with someone. Not too long 
after my dad’s abuse and drinking got rapidly out of hand. He pulled us out 
of school and moved us to the other side of MB so he could be with his bitch 
girlfriend. Her name was Tina. My dad ended up legally marrying her and 
having a baby with her that later died of crib death. Anyways life there was a 
fucking nightmare. Especially at school I remember the other kids were 
always picking on me trying to beat me up. Then my whole life with my dad 
came to an abrupt end one late night. I remember me and Noora were 
sleeping beside each other when we woke up to banging on the door. It was 
Tina and a social worker. They told us dad and Tina got into a fight and dad 
got arrested. We stayed in the house till morning and then we were 
apprehended into care again. That morning we were told dad was being 
charged with assault on his girlfriend and was being held in jail till further 
notice. In the meantime the social workers were on a mission looking for a 
place for us to go. That social worker drove us half way where they 
exchanged us with another worker who transported us the rest of the way. 
Noora was arranged to a home by herself with a family I grew to hate 
because they brainwashed my sister into hating her own family. Due to my 
high needs and difficult behaviors no home or family wanted me. So I was 
put into a group home full of teenage boys called Bruen House. Bruen House 
I will never forget. When we got in town we dropped me off first. I 
remember when we pulled up the worker came walking up to the car and 
that’s when I started crying because that was the last time me and Noora 
were ever really close and at that time we felt we were all each other had left. 
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The group home worker grabbed me and carried me into the house. Noora 
and the worker came in as well and exchanged information on me. I 
remember hugging Noora goodbye and we have been distant ever since. My 
time at Bruen was very interesting. All the boys were older than me. I 
arrived a couple days before Halloween. I got to go trick or treating with two 
of the mentally challenged boys. They were 12 and I used to get annoyed by 
them mainly because I had a hard time understanding them. While I was in 
this group home this guy named Josh started getting really close to me. He 
was 14 and white and I was 9 years old and why the fuck they put me in with 
a bunch of older teenage boys still kinda makes me wonder why the fuck 
they did it. I think I should sue that child agency like my dad said. Robert 
use to come to my room every night and sexually violate me and I would 
willing let it happen. After living in the home for 6 months I was moved into 
a home with a single mother and her 3 kids. For the first month or so I did 
some damage to the house and the bitch really put some discipline on me by 
taking all my toys away and locking me in my room. This punishment only 
made me grow to hate the bitch but she ended up getting rid of me in the 
long run not too long after. This next home I went to was on a farm with an 
older couple that I ended up staying with for 8 and a half years. I had a love 
hate relationship with them over the years. I burned down their crops, stole 
from them and fought with their family. But despite all that they still took 
pity on me and took care of me because I think they felt they had to because 
no one else would. I was a somewhat well behaved teenager never got into 
trouble with the law and did fairly good at school and made honor role a 
couple times. After I turned 18 I found my dad and he convinced me to 
move to Alberta and live with him. I took him up on the offer but right after 
I got here I learned it wasn’t as great as he said it to be. I lived with my dad 
for 3 months and worked numerous jobs. Here I had my first boyfriend and 
got into drinking and having a social life. After 6 months I got into partying 
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too much and falling behind on work and bills. I managed to get evicted 
from my own place and had to move back to dads. By the summer of 2009 I 
couldn’t get along with my dad due to money and personal issues I moved to 
Calgary to be with some guy I met over the internet who dumped me less 
than a month after I got here. I stayed here and eventually screwed myself 
over and ended up on the streets where I got into drugs and prostitution. 
Along with that came troubles with the law and in and out of jail. About 3 
years ago I met my long time complicated boyfriend Jess. I met him in the 
remand centre and we clicked instantly. Our relationship was nothing but 
violent and drug and alcohol infested. The whole time all we ever did was 
fight and bring each other down. We lived on the streets together but always 
had unconditional love for each other. We separated for almost a year and in 
that year I managed to get my life together. I found a full time job and 
sobered up. Then I saved up money to get myself a home and managed to 
keep it. It all came to an end after I got back together with Jess and started 
using drugs again and ended up back on the street. I remember how he shut 
me out and didn’t care what damage he did to me and how much it affected 
me. But I don’t blame it all on him I have grown to accept and take action for 
my mistakes and be responsible. I taught myself to be mature and realize 
that life is what you make it and nobody forces you into anything and your 
choices and your decisions. Anything is possible if you set your mind to it 
and work hard enough towards it. I don’t blame anyone but myself for my 
mistakes.  

Thank you for helping me along the way I will be back to tell you more in 
the future. 
                                                                                                                                      
   Anonymous  
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Untitled 

 

I believe that Natives from all over the world are different in their own ways, 
especially the generations of my people. I find that a lot of Natives in Alberta 
are struggling with addictions, are not straight (bi or gay) and many 
Aboriginals don’t have a Grade 12 level. I feel like it’s only because the 
government had something to say back in my Grandparents day. Native kids 
were getting taken out of their homes and brought to places where some 
wouldn’t survive to make it out of the residential schools. Getting raped and 
getting told that they had to speak English or get punished. My ancestors 
were just kids that didn’t know they would be brought into this world to just 
live a horrible life. The ones that did make it out of residential schools only 
passed on what they had learned from being in residential school most of 
their life. Natives/Aboriginals started to lead into generations of all kinds of 
abuse. Hurting each other in their families with the drinking and 
gambling. The drugs became a big factor by the 80’s. The murder rate went 
up because of gangs. It’s only because the homes on the reserve were all 
broken down and the poverty; you would be lucky to get raised in a perfect 
home with the proper love and care that you needed and to get an education. 
You were lucky if your parents didn’t drink or any of the bad stuff. You were 
blessed but then most cases even if you were blessed it was easy to talk a 
Native into partying or taking off from home and getting into trouble. 

 
Now a-days there are a lot Natives are in jail facilities. You see them drunk at 
every train station and it’s because many Indigenous people are homeless. 
Having nowhere to go to is normal for these individuals. There is a lot of 
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cases these days of mental illness in the city and on the reserve. I believe that 
there are many Indigenous people that have a mental illness who aren’t 
getting the proper help that they need because they just don’t care about 
their well-being. They continuously booze and do drugs. This makes them 
more incapable to strive to move forward. The Natives who are moving 
forward in life and doing what they need to do to create a healthy life and to 
break that cycle, have an even bigger battle against them because they deal 
with the high egos of the public and how the public sees all Native people 
the same way. This is because of the Natives that sit at every corner panning 
for drinks or drugs, the Natives that steal from the liquor stores, the Natives 
that are pulling fraud from banks or the Natives that just gave up trying 
because they keep ending up back in jail. They are making the other Natives 
that won’t give up look bad. The ones that keep praying for better days and 
never give up on themselves. The ones that are trying no matter what society 
says or does. They keep moving forward to better themselves to make a 
better life for themselves and their families. Which I call breaking the bad 
cycles of unhealthy lifestyles. In any culture on mother earth, there are same 
cases different stories. It’s always harder doing the right thing and it’s always 
easier doing the bad things. But I believe if you stick to doing good in life, 
you will succeed in having a long healthier life, with 99% breaking the cycle 
of crimes, suicide, drugs, alcohol, and abuse in the Indigenous world. 
Striving for the healthier change in my people and for a better future and 
healthier generations to come means to deal with mental health issues for 
the Indigenous people in the communities and on the reserves and to seek 
counseling if you feel like giving up on living a healthier lifestyle 

 

Anonymous  
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Untitled 

 

 

Peace and meditation 
Healing of the Nation 
Stopping discrimination 
And needless retaliation 
End of procrastination 
Now love and admiration 
Respect and toleration 
Always being patient 
This is defining 
Peace and meditation 
                                                                                                                                      
   J.J. 
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Untitled 

 

Getting help for depression turned out to be an exercise in the illogical. I was 
the person least equipped to be my own advocate, guide and researcher. Yet 
that was exactly what the mental health system expected of me. My illness 
was preventing me from being a functional person, but the system needed 
me to be superhuman before they would help. I didn’t want to live, let alone 
make phone calls and search websites. When you tell your family physician 
you are ill, they diagnosis and treat you from start to finish. They don’t ask 
you to research antibiotics or book the operating room. You are allowed to 
pass the responsibility of your health to trained professionals you can trust 
to guide your decisions within a stable environment. Apparently mental 
health issues don’t warrant the same kind of attention. I was closer to death 
than most people who walk in to a general practitioner, but that didn’t give 
me the right to full support and help. They just reinforced everything 
negative I already believed about my value as a person, blowing things out of 
proportion and failing to cope in reality. I was paralyzed and delayed many 
parts of my treatment as a result. I feel like I had to drag the system kicking 
and screaming, down my path to recovery. 
                                                                                                                                      
   Anonymous 
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Our Son's Story 

 

I feel like I’m stuck in the middle of a nightmare that doesn’t end and I can’t 
wake up and I feel unable to direct how it plays out. I’m the parent of a drug 
addict. An addict that has messed up his life so badly that I fear he could 
decide that suicide is the best answer. He has been in and out of jail, stolen 
from people he would have never stolen from before. His addiction has 
taken a hold on him and caused him to do things that ‘normal thinking’ 
people can’t believe someone would do. My son hit a huge low/rock bottom 
a couple of weeks ago, which in turn, has caused me to hit my huge low/rock 
bottom. I can’t control when the tears come and they always come when I 
talk about what happened. 

Two weeks ago my son, who was out on Day Parole and living at a Rehab 
center, decided to accept free drugs from a so-called friend. He overdosed as 
a result. His friend gave him Meth and Heroin and even though he was 
doing well in his rehab program, he still choose to do it… He almost died. 

I asked him in the hospital, where he lay handcuffed to the bed, “Why would 
you do this?” 

He said, “I just wanted to get high…I didn’t think this would happen.” 

I asked him, “Do you think you’re special? Why would hundreds of others 
die from overdoses, but you’re immune to it?” He had no answer. 

He is currently back in prison, hoping to God that he can get out of jail and 
back into his rehab program. I don’t know what his rehab center will say to 
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him, but it looks pretty bad when you almost die in your bed, while others 
around you are fighting daily to stay sober. The drugs my son took were 
laced with fentanyl, the exact same drug that has claimed the lives of 241 
people in Alberta this year so far. I know you hear these numbers in the 
news, but what you don’t hear is that these “people” are someone’s son or 
daughter, brother or sister, mother or father. These people belong to families. 
Families that love the addicted family member furiously and would do 
anything to stop all this. Unfortunately, we can’t do anything to help them, 
we are completely powerless. 

My heart just breaks knowing I can’t do anything. I picked up my sons 
belongings from his rehab center last week and this week I went through it 
all. I felt so helpless of the situation that I washed and organized everything 
so I felt like I was helping him somehow. Maybe for me, it was a form of 
control or maybe what I did was unhealthy, but I had to do it for me. All the 
other times he’s gotten into a mess, he’s lost all his belongs, so this was the 
first time he’s had anything left to show for. 

I cried over the half empty cardboard box, with a pathetic amount of 
clothing and personal belongings in it, but I had to remind myself that he 
was still alive! That was what counted the most. In his box of belongings, he 
still has his suit. He told me once that he had received this suit from his 
rehab, and that someone donated it… I suppose for job interviews? 

My husband asked, “Is it for his funeral?” 

Every time I look at the suit now, or even think about it, I break down. No 
one should have to start planning a child’s funeral when they are only 23. I 
suppose lots of parents have, but how many parents plan for a death before it 
has actually happened? 
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How many have to plan for a death that could easily be prevented, if they 
would just stop doing drugs? 

How long will I have to walk around in fear that it could happen today, or 
tomorrow? Maybe the next day… you just don’t know! 

He’s in prison right now, so you think that would help leave me at ease, 
because at least he is safe in there. It doesn’t help and he’s not safe. There are 
as many drugs in prison as there is on the street. In fact, it’s almost easier for 
him, because he doesn’t have to walk as far to find it or be accountable to his 
family for taking them. I could cut off giving him money in prison, but then 
I get no phone calls. If he has no money, he will find other ways to get drugs, 
so I suppose that’s why most of his “pen pack” that I sent him is gone. It’s 
been used in trade for drugs. (A pen pack is a one-time-only package of 
clothing, books, radio, tv, etc. that an inmate gets in prison from their family 
if they choose). 

My husband told me the other day he understands why some couples break 
up when their child dies because ours isn’t even gone and our marriage is 
under so much pressure he fears that we could split up. I’m so preoccupied I 
don’t even notice... I’m stuck in this foggy nightmare. 

I can’t even imagine what the pain would be like if he dies, because we are 
“lucky” enough that he is still with us, still in this nightmare, but still have 
our son alive. 
                                                                                                                                      
   A Parent 
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Untitled 

 

In the past few years, use of opioids has risen and so has the number of 
deaths. Myself, last year alone, I went to 13 funerals for drug overdose. I was 
only 18 years old. I have watched so many people go down this path, it is sad 
and scary. In the past two weeks alone I have seen 3 people overdose; at the 
mall, on the train… 

It starts out harmless right it’s just a pill? No, that is wrong. Opiods have 
some of the worst withdrawals. This pill feels equivalent to the needle. We 
now have people who can’t get through the day without it. I worry funding 
shelters only increases the issue. We need to fund more treatment centers 
and real rehabilitation, for some people it’s the only way for them to get off 
it. 
                                                                                                                                      
                M.L. 
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Mom 

 

Did you know a mother is the most important person in a girl's life? Well 
what happens when a girl's mom isn’t the mom she's supposed to be? What 
happens when a girl's mom is dead inside? Leaving the girl to always worry 
and wonder how much longer her mom will last before she dies on the 
outside too? 

I have the answer to these questions. 

It hurts. 

Your heart feels like it is being torn to shreds every time you think about it. 

It's painful. 

The pain's so excruciating that sometimes you wonder how you're still 
surviving. Sometimes you just want to jump out of your own skin, and run 
as far away as you possibly can. 

It's sad. 

Sometimes you cry. And sometimes you can't, because you've already spent 
all your tears on it. 

Sometimes you feel so alone. 

Sometimes you just want your mom to tell you everything will be ok... 

Sometimes you wish you would wake up and it would all be a bad dream. 
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But you won't. And it isn't. 

When it's hard to get out of bed, I still have to. When it's hard to go to work, 
I still have to. 

When it's hard to live for myself, I find it in me to do it anyways. Because I 
have sisters. And they need me right now. 

So I live on. Life goes on. And I make the best of it. 

When my Mom falls deeper into addiction, I work harder on recovery. 

Because that's all I can do. 

Is survive and stay strong. 

 
Aly   
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Untitled 

 

Thank you for never being anything but on my side and doing what was best 
for me, even when I didn’t believe that you weren’t doing it to spite me. I’ve 
come to see that you were always right. I’m sorry for my cruelty and I hope 
you can find it in your heart to forgive me. Thank you for letting me learn 
things the hard way, but also thank you for always knowing when I needed 
you most and never turning your back on me in those times. There’s nothing 
more that you could have done to try and save me and I’m so grateful that 
you’re understanding that I’m not ready to get better. I love you mom, 
forever I’m in your debt. 

Xo 
 
Daughter of yours. 
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Untitled 

 

I am an alcoholic and a drug addict. The reason that I am writing this is 
because I did something today that I never thought I would do in a million 
years. I ran into an associate of mine that I knew for quite a while. He had 
asked me if I wanted to go smoke a joint with him. Now, I have been clean 
and sober for a period of 22 days thus far. This period of sobriety was all my 
choice, and my choice to boot. The next thing I knew I was walking to the 
C-train with him. I can’t as much say what got me thinking this, but I started 
thinking about the consequences of me smoking a joint. Then I started 
thinking about what I’m really going to get out of it. The first thing I thought 
about was my girlfriend and how she would react to me being high. I knew 
right away that she would be pissed off. The thing that really gets me is that 
22 days ago I wouldn’t have cared if she was mad or not, but for some reason 
this was a big concern of mine. I then really started thinking about what it 
would be like to be stoned, and I couldn’t think of anything positive about it. 
I realized that I don’t need drugs to feel good. I actually feel worse when I’m 
high because I know that I would feel alright with it while I was high, but 
when I come down, I know that I’ll start feeling guilty, ashamed, and I know 
that I wouldn’t be able to see my girlfriend while I’m high because she’ll 
know right way and I know that she’ll be choked. I then started thinking 
about what I’ll get out of it. Then I came up with the end result that nothing 
good would come out of it. It was then that my associate had said to me, I 
guess it depends on how much you want to smoke a joint. To tell you the 
truth I don’t really know what the conversation was that we were having that 
made him say those words but those nine words struck something in my 
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head that made me realize that I really don’t want to risk all that I have 
worked for over the past 22 days for one simple joint. I feel real good about 
that because I have finally realized that drugs and alcohol don’t have the 
hold on me they once had. I’m finally starting to get a grasp of my life and it 
feels really good. I know now more than I have ever know, I do have the 
power to make choices. I also feel real good because I can honestly say that I 
made the right choice for the right reason. I don’t want any part of my life 
that I had with drugs and alcohol. I mean specifically being afraid that 
people are watching you, that people that love and care about you don’t exist, 
and with my sobriety comes love and respect from my girlfriend, and if that’s 
the only thing that I get out of this sobriety then that’s good enough because 
I wouldn’t trade that for a million dollars, or for anything else. 
 

Anonymous 
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Untitled 

 

I was recently released from a correctional center   
Listen to the name of that place, realize the word correction is in its name…  
It was my first offence  
I spent eleven days jail  
 
Jail is punishment   
Jail is boring  
But to call it rehabilitation is a big joke  
 
Most of the people I talked to have been there over 20 times  
 
You get a chance to learn things like how to make weapons out of toilet 
paper…  
Throwing me into a setting where the only people I will be associating with 
are older, more experienced, and generally better criminals is only going to 
teach me to be a better criminal  
 
The system as far as I can see is designed to keep them coming back  
My question is how much does it cost the taxpayer to incarcerate an 
individual?   
 
For some… they just don’t care…  
Jail is a warm place to sleep the winter away  
If you have a lot of money, you can buy your way out of anything…  
People who do not have a lot of money are left rotting  
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There are so many Indigenous peoples in jail facilities because of bylaws  
Where is the sense in all this pay or stay nonsense?  
They should put more money into rehabilitation for people with drug 
addiction  
There should be a program for those who may have mental illness  
The Young Offenders Act could be revised…  
 
I don’t want to spend my life in jail, I don’t want that to be my place   
I am better than that, A lot better than that  
I want to go to school in September, and I have to get all of this legal stuff 
over with before this becomes a possibility   
 
I really want to do better 
I can do better than this 
 
I CAN do better than this! 
 
                                                                                                                                      
   Anonymous 
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Untitled 

 

You are reading this right now maybe in your warm home, at work, or 
maybe on your way to lunch. Not taking into recognition how much you 
have and how easily accessible your daily means of surviving are.  I’m not 
saying you are taking things for granted, for all I know you’re a virtuous 
person, with a good heart.  When you showered this morning and had a 
quick breakfast, you didn’t take into account how lucky you were to have 
these things every day, you weren’t washing your hair or eating a piece of 
toast being thankful for what you have.  Everyone has seen the unfortunate 
downtown, whether they were drunk and making a scene, or wandering up 
to you asking for the change in your pockets.  A lot of the time you are 
startled by them, and maybe even scared.  These people don’t get to wake up 
to a warm shower, or to a warm meal, they have to struggle to maybe even 
consume something that day, even then it’s not enough to be healthy.  The 
clothes on their backs are their wardrobe, and money in their pocket wasn’t 
earned but from pity.  There are adolescents on the street these days who 
don’t get a warm bed or a loving family.  They don’t get to play sports. Every 
day is a day to survive and get by.  It’s really unfortunate how it isn’t their 
fault they are struggling to survive, most of the time they were brought up in 
a broken home, were around drugs and alcohol a lot, or their family just 
couldn’t provide for them any longer, and some didn’t even have a family to 
start out with.  If you haven’t seen a connection in the adolescent and usually 
older people who hassle you on the street, you should realize:  they start off 
as young people in youth shelters, and are usually broken inside and give in 
to drugs and alcohol.  They go on and on like this until they have lost all 
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their ties, and they are alone in this world.  Struggling to have one decent 
meal, having issues so deep and vast that they have turned to drugs just to 
get by and ease the pain.  When a strung out person confronts you on the 
street asking for your well earned money, you are not thinking about what 
this person has gone through, you are maybe panicking and trying to avoid 
them at all costs.  I’m not saying you should give them money, for all we 
know they are just going to get a quick fix.  I want you to take into 
consideration that these people didn’t have the push to be successful, or the 
right people to turn to when they were in the dirt.  They didn’t have a loving 
family to teach them the right path, or the means to even get by.  They 
usually started off as teenagers who were viewed as criminals and druggies, 
who had no one to talk to about their issues, so never did.  They kept going 
the only way they knew and ended up alone.  I was on the streets for a bit of 
my life, yes me.  My mother passed away when I was very young and until 
then I was always around drugs and my abusive father.  I was soon taken 
away and put in foster homes where I was also abused and not cared for.  At 
a young age I knew I was a smart kid and I was going to amount to 
something and I knew none of these people were going to help me.  I was 
soon on the street fending for myself and also struggling to get by.  I was 
forced to sell drugs and steal and commit crimes just to survive.  I always 
had good friends I could go to but lost a lot of them because I fell into drugs 
and alcohol, but why?  I knew those would never get me anywhere, but why 
did I always feel so much better when I was high or drunk?  I knew there 
was a tie in these two so I sought out a psychologist to help me fugue myself 
out.  This man told me I’ve bottled everything up in my life and I used drugs 
and alcohol to ease the pain I’ve kept down inside all these years.  It all made 
sense to me now, it was maybe different for some, but I knew I didn’t want to 
end up like my mother or dad.  I was inspired by this man and realized what 
I wanted to do with my life.  I wanted to help people like this man did and to 
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do this I needed schooling.  I knew I could get there easily so I aced high 
school and was easily accepted at the U of C where I am now majoring in 
psychology.  It doesn’t always just take someone to assess you and help you 
with your feeling, it’s a major turning point where you change paths and get 
on track.  Youth need a turning point in their lives…  

where they get back on the wagon and don’t fall into the path of drugs that 
leads you to nowhere and usually ends in an early death. 
 
                                                                                                                                      
   Anonymous 
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Untitled 

 

Past and Present 
When I was young 
I was free, time was at a standstill. 
Erratic behaviour and immaturity surrounded me 
Inspiration and energy were on my side. 
Thoughts sprang to mouth, 
Without a moment’s notice.  
Others rarely listened. 

 

I am older now. 
My inspiration on a leash. 
Energetic ideas still remain, 
But my mouth now pauses in hesitation before speech, 
As though others expect maturity. 

 

I know no longer those carefree days, 
The mindless hours spent daydreaming. 
Time is now short, things have changed. 

 

People now listen, 
Only too closely! 
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Pressure and fear and failure 
Are a constant threat.  

Responsibility and decisions are now mine- 
And mine alone. 
Regrettably, I’m now an adult. 
 
                                                                                                                                      
   Kevin 
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The Trans-mission of Life 

 

Ugly, Gross, Freak.  These are but a few of the hateful words spoken towards 
the Trans individual, and community as a whole.  Life’s not easy when 
everyone on the train constantly stares at you, curious as to what you 
actually are.  We are Human.  No less than those who don’t share our curse.  
The daily struggle for acceptance of the Trans individual is very real.  In 
other parts of the world, that is an understatement.  Still, even in our very 
accepting society, groups still endure discrimination on varying levels.  
Some verbal. Some physical.  Some are even fatal.  We must learn how to 
“fool” society to avoid inevitable, awkward and potentially dangerous 
encounters.  What happens when a Trans woman is told she doesn’t move 
very feminine? Or that she has a deep voice?  It slowly erodes her vision of 
her true self.  Forcing her to abide by social binaries.   

So before you start to judge anyone who is or may be Transgender or any of 
its sub-labels, just remember that we all bleed red, and all sleep under the 
same moonlight. 
 
                                                                                                                                      
   Anonymous 
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Untitled 

 

Time ticks slowly but surely, 
All you can think of 
Is how the tables are going to turn 
And are you on the right side 
This time around. 

As you look at everyone around you 
In the same mind state 
And wondering who’s going to pull shady next 
It’s always a fight to watch your back 
N try to find those who got yours… 
Cause in the end 
Really all you can trust is yourself… 

As that time ticks by 
You sit there and think 
What am I really doing with my life? 
I deserve better… 
As you see all the plots and schemes 
Going through everyone’s mind 
It’s a dog eat dog world 
You don’t want this… 

It disgusts you 
To see your friends be like this 
And not have a care anymore 
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And they won’t listen to you 
Because they don’t see what you see yet 
You can’t wait forever for them to realize you decide 

So you pick yourself up 
And walk away from everyone and everything 
Looking back once to make sure 
You made the right decision 
And what you see is good people 
Wasting away 
Just a scene of total destruction 
And that’s when you decide 
I’m not going back… 

                                                                                                                                      
   Anonymous 
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Untitled 

 

Overcoming a life of crime has been one of my largest obstacles.  Coming up 
as a problem child with apparent disorders had put me on a crash course at a 
young age.  Between the teachers and doctors hindering my positive growth, 
it put a strain on my outlook and respect I had for authority.  As an only 
child, I looked anywhere for approval and guidance.  Unfortunately as 
uncontrollable as I was the only people who looked out for me and I looked 
up to weren’t upstanding law abiding citizens.  I’ve paid my dues and done 
my time.  I’m still getting used to functioning in society and I have troubles 
from time to time, but it’s been three years since I was last incarcerated and I 
don’t plan on going back for anyone.  No amount of money will make me 
risk my freedom again. 
 
                                                                                                                                      
   H.R. 
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Untitled 
 

To whom it may concern… or not… 
I’m going to tell you a story about how meth ruined my life. When I was 15 I 
first embarked on the streets first ave 15 then exit but that was nothing. 
When I was 17 I moved right on into the drop in centre and stayed there for 
two years furthest I ever went was to the beer and for those of you who 
remember it was called beer land located right behind this so called drop in 
and rehab centre lol. Back then I was drinking at least a flat of bow alley 
strong with who I thought were bros but really just acquaintances. They 
didn’t truly care just pretend care as long as we were all spending the money 
on beer we were good. So there I was sitting on THE HILL as we would call 
it getting drunk smoking weed and making fun of all the crackheads or 
junkies and thinking we were kinds. Far from it I’ll tell ya I remember 
waking up every day with a huge hangover and no recollection of why my 
hand was so swollen or how come people were hating on me so much not 
knowing that the night before I would beat people up. That all came to an 
end when one day we got way to drunk and for once wanted to go out 
somewhere. We went down to Princess Island Park and there is where a 
tragic thing happened to my buddy five days before Christmas decided to 
drunkenly go for a dip in the pond nothing we could do to stop him so in he 
went when he came out he took off his wet clothes and put on dry ones he 
said he was fine but we could tell he wasn’t he was as stubborn as he was he 
wanted us to leave we tried to refuse but he didn’t budge and off we went still 
absolutely hammered on our way to get another bottle. The next day I woke 
up once again at the DI with a hangover at 5:30 in the morning and sat at a 
table where that day’s paper was sitting front page was man found face down 
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in the pond at Princess Island Park it was my buddy ten feet from where we 
left him. Sadness and silence came amongst our group to tell you the truth 
everything ended that day no one hung out with each other and no body 
continued going to THE HILL. That was that after two years. So I embarked 
on the Mustard Seed when it was still downtown pull out a mat and find 
room on the floor things were gloomy for awhile I was out of control until I 
got pregnant with my daughter I cleaned up moved to Salvation Army went 
to school got a place and had my child. Me and the father never got along 
and one day after an ear and a half of that he decided he was leaving and 
never coming back he went to B.C. and there I was with this little girl and all 
I could think about was freedom and why should he have it and not me? I 
thought so much that I started partying leaving my daughter with my mom 
sometimes for weeks on end and I drank and invited street people to our 
home after awhile it was just a party house one day I went to pick up my 
daughter from my mom’s house thinking I wasn’t going to party and that 
night I got a phone call it was my bro’s birthday and he had a bunch of 
money and wanted to party so the evil side got the best of me and I said ok 
wait until my daughter is sleeping and we will hang out. That night the party 
got so out of control the cops came with social workers and took her away so 
there I was evicted homeless without my daughter and didn’t seem to care 
but the one thing I always had in the back of my head was I am no a drug 
user I drink and smoke weed and that’s all I need to do to be one of the best 
people down here I looked down on drugs if you were my friend and you 
used drugs you were outta my life for good in my past I have sold weed and 
got pretty good at it so now I am 25 already spent 10 years on and off the 
streets and four months ago I started using crystal meth at first it was fun 
but now I just want to die I am swollen and sick all of the time I gave up on 
myself and hygiene I am trying to quit but it is really hard to escape I don’t 
do any other addiction anymore I barely even smoke cigarettes all I worry 
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about is dope to me that drug is better than money sex music any good thing 
that you can think of it overrides it by far. I hope to one day be the normal 
person I know in my mind and soul I can be I just want it to work out for me 
in the end. So here I leave you this is some of my story I hope yours is better 
than mine.  
Drugs cost you more than just money. 
 
                                                                                                                                      
   C.L. 
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Untitled 

 

Reality Gone Bad 
Only through our eyes 
Could we understand our cries? 
Why we die so young? 
Curses on our tongues 
No one listens 
No one cares 
No feelings towards us all despair 

Look away, look away 
Violence and rage, censored 
Too much we frown 
World come crashing down 
What’s at stake? 
For our children’s sake 

Can’t someone release me? 
I’m getting tired of living so dangerously 
I need to be relieved 
From the person that I must be 
I want to be myself 
Not somebody else 
Can’t you see where I come from? 
What I call home 
I can’t keep running 
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Looking back at my tracks 
Watching friend’s die of crack  
 

The snow 
How it blows 
Up his nose 
My best friend john, he’s gone 
Had a brush with the reaper 
He didn’t see her 
In a car that went too far 
Coming fast as lightning 
I think it’s frightening 

Just how fast we can go 

Now look at me 
And how I need 
To look at reality 
In a way that you don’t see. 

 
Anonymous 
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Untitled 

 

The one thing that has changed in my life being thankful of the help I get. I 
have learned to appreciate those things more. 

When I was a kid I was pretty spoiled. When I left home I found that I could 
get whatever a person needs on the street I thought that it would be the 
opposite. 

It seemed to make me lazy I always knew that somebody would help out. But 
I could never do the things I wanted to do in life or feel like I was doing the 
right thing. So becoming more independent was what I need to do. So the 
change that I have made is that I don’t take or ask for handouts unless I 
absolutely have to. 
 
                                                                                                                                      
   Ryan 
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Untitled 

 

Making Change happens when a choice is given. The wrong thought or 
action can take this ability and destroy it. Leaving you with not the desire to 
Make Change, but to give in to despair. 

Remember the old game of dominoes the point of the game was to rid 
yourself of the numbered blocks but you could only place one down in the 
pattern started. Unless you had a double, then you were given a choice to 
change the pattern. Despair came when all you had were high numbers in 
your hand, with no opportunity to make a change in the pattern. 

Recently, some friends and I were playing this game. It was all too much like 
my life. For as long back as I can think I’ve never been handed a double. 
Everyone I knew, in every turn of every game were dealt many. Thereby the 
pattern kept changing, moving in different ways, choices were always 
available. But not for me. I was always stuck with the same hand consistently. 
Now my slate is clean, now I am able to change the pattern. I make choices 
happen. Not that I didn’t have a choice before, I’m sure I did, it was just a 
wrong thought or action came into play behind it. I realize now, you deal 
your own doubles. I believe with this new turn in the game the pattern is 
changing for me. 

 

Anonymous 
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Untitled 

 

I missed my family and my friends and I knew that if I had just a little clean 
time I wouldn’t feel guilty about calling them – just to talk, just to remember 
the sound of their voices. In the past if I had talked to them I would have 
gone seeking hand-outs. This time I wanted no hand-outs. I had everything 
I needed – food, clothing and shelter – except friends who want to be with 
you because they enjoy your company, and the love of my family.  
So I called my dad. For the first time in 2 years I was able to say I was sorry 
and truly mean it. I was able to say that I was in detox and I truly wanted to 
change my life and I was able to ask, with no strings attached, if he would 
meet me for coffee when I got out of detox. He agreed to meet me in a park 
and we would go from there.  
If that one phone call had turned out any differently I can’t say what would 
have happened, but I can say that now I had become an ex-thief with hope 
for the future and no cared about the outcome. My attitude was changing.  
I ended up getting together with my Dad and we had a good talk. We walked 
around the park and neither of us wanted to leave. In the past I probably 
would have gotten high after having to leave such a pleasant situation but 
this time was different. All I could think about was seeing my Dad again, it 
almost seemed to replace the drugs. 
We went out again later that week and I ran into an old high school friend. 
He was ecstatic to see me looking healthy and wanted to get together. I felt 
wanted. I felt loved. Feelings I hadn’t felt in years.  
Before we ended up getting together I managed to get myself into a full-time 
job and my level of self-worth went up a couple of notches. We met for 
coffee and we talked like we had never been apart.  
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To this day I am still going through the process of physically getting off the 
street. I still live downtown but I pay for a room now. I still eat at soup 
kitchens but afterwards I’ll go for a walk, I’ll read a book, I’ll go for coffee 
with my old friends or my Dad. I may physically live downtown on the street 
but my head is in a good place; not there. 

 

R.P. 
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Dear Mother, 

 

A lot of girls, on the  

Street are major 

Dependent on a man, 

Not only for protection 

But for emotional 

Reasons. But the kind of 

Life that drives girls to 

The street is also the  

Kind of life that can 

Drive them to “jerk-off ” 

(I.e. abusive) men. One 

Advantage of getting off 

The street is that you 

Feel better about  

Yourself, more 

Confident and able to 

Make it without tying  

Yourself to a jackass. 

The more you prove to 
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Yourself that you are 

Worthwhile, the more 

You will realize that 

You deserve to be 

Treated right by a  

Decent guy. 

 

Anonymous 
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I am Proud to be an Indian 

 

I used to be ashamed of my culture. I was ashamed of myself. I was raised in 
white foster homes and group homes. There were some good and bad 
families I lived with. I honestly believed I was white. The only Natives I saw 
were down town, drunk and dirty, asking for money. Funny how I ended up 
the same way. I remember watching the old cowboy and Indian movies, 
seeing one cowboy cruise into the village and kill all the braves and snag the 
best looking squaw. What a joke! Growing up, I learned respect and manners 
‘cause I had it beat into me. I also remember my step dad shoving white 
power down my throat, and I actually started to believe it ‘cause I used to 
hang out with skin heads and white trash and rednecks, and we would go 
looking for Indians to beat on. I think I might have been brainwashed ‘cause 
my culture is not all lazy, alcoholic, smelly, dirty minded savages. I am just at 
the beginning of my circle of life. I am a baby in the learnings of the old 
ways. I find it hard to stay on the red road ‘cause there are so many 
distractions in the city, such as the lies you learn on T.V. and the radio. 
Everybody acting, trying to be tough and hard. Sometimes, I get caught up 
in the excitement of it all and get into trouble, but when I actually practice 
what I have learned from the lessons the Elders and traditional Indians teach 
me, I have this feeling of innocence that I have not felt since I was a little kid. 
I also have a lot of courage I have never felt before. I am learning history 
from our people’s side, which I never learned in school- the truth- and the 
truth makes me proud to be an Indian. I still have a lot of down town, inner 
city Toronto, Vancouver, Edmonton, Calgary in me, but I’m learning to live 
with it as a learning experience. When I follow the red road, I feel beautiful. 
I don’t feel like that 120 pound sack of bones any more, that felt really gross 
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and all ashamed, thinking I was born to be a dog on the streets. My culture 
was what I was always looking for and I never even knew it. Everything I 
was taught about it before was all lies. The Grandfathers and Grandmothers 
are still alive. The above ones are everywhere, looking out for me and my 
people. We have survived the worst of it and there are many brothers and 
sisters still suffering out there. I hope the Creator brings them home, too. All 
our Nations are rejoining and getting stronger and healthier. All the lost 
ones like myself are coming home. I am proud to be an Indian. There are a 
lot of steps I have to do to earn respect and a lot of painful experiences I 
must face on my path. I think it is worth it to live a simple, honest life with 
many awesome experiences. I am no gifted writer. One day, the Creator 
might see fit to make me one. I am just being honest and simple because the 
Native culture is totally different from the white, anglo-saxon, protestant 
way I was raised, and it makes sense to me. It gives me courage and strength. 
I am just trying to say I am proud to be Native.. 
 
                                                                                                                                      
   Anonymous 
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Untitled 

 

Dear World, OK, look, I am one person. I will not even attempt to say that I 
have all the answers. But I do believe that actions speak louder than words. 
Words however are the foundation for action. Therefore, the clearer we are 
about what is being said, the easier a time we will have taking action and the 
more effective that action will be. On Saturday, March 28, 1998 the Calgary 
Herald published a “Statement of Reconciliation: Learning from the Past”. It 
was written by the Honourable Jane Stewart P.C (Progressive Conservative) 
M.P (Member of Parliament) and the Honourable Ralph Goodale P.C, M.P 
on behalf of the Canadian Government. The main focus was to deal with the 
legacies of the past affecting Aboriginal Peoples of Canada. The letter itself is 
specific in its text regarding the process of reconciliation and renewal of 
relationships between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal communities. First of 
all however, the statement is written in English that most people would need 
university experience to understand. I was asked once why Native people 
have an accent. “Well”, I said, “maybe it’s because English is not their first 
language”. Someone raised on a reservation speaking Sioux or Blackfoot is 
obviously not likely to have a good command of English. Hence the accent. 
Just as the same as I have absolutely zero knowledge of any Native languages, 
including my own. That’s right, I am an Aboriginal myself and I don’t know 
one syllable of Cree, my own mother tongue. Did you find that interesting? I 
was adopted by a set of loving parents, white folk, very middle class, and all 
academic scholars. I grew up in the suburbs, went to public schools, and had 
a generally average childhood. My parents were always a very open with me 
in regards to my adoption and biological heritage. I was never actually 
exposed to my culture, until I was moved into a group home. Nekinan, an 
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aboriginal group home in Calgary was my first experience with my “own 
kind”. I fell in love with the vibrant culture and even pursued traditional 
dance as a hobby. I can say with the strongest conviction that the First 
Nations are beautiful people, truly gifted with the strength and virtues only 
possible by generations and generations of life and love of oneself, one 
another, and ones environment. I consider myself uniquely blessed. 

As in everything, there are good and bad and I have lived both and so have 
you. Beat this one: I’m homeless. I meet a lot of Natives. Every day, because I 
live in a city with a reservation on all four borders. Four different bands. 
Three treaties. And of course, social turmoil prevalent in all. It’s obviously 
most disturbing, given my position. My position? What does that mean? 
Really? It means I stand here, in the rain, head hung, and staring deep into 
this “Statement of Reconciliation”. Do I dare accept this? This Jane Stewart, 
of The Overground. For sure dude, why not? Sounds like she might just be 
my type. Well, except for the politics, of course. For me, objectivity is a 
personal power tool. Not a weapon. To remain healthy I must remain in 
constant fluidity, like water. Thus, I am invincible. For her, candidness is the 
name of the game. And it’s a game. I play it every day. I play for keeps, I win. 
 
                                                                                                                                      
   N 
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Lack of Understanding for Indigenous Youth 

 

I believe that Natives from all over the world are different in their own ways, 
especially the generations of my people. I find that a lot of Natives in Alberta 
are struggling with addictions, are not straight (bi or gay) and many 
Aboriginals don’t have a Grade 12 level. I feel like it’s only because the 
government had something to say back in my Grandparents day. Native kids 
were getting taken out of their homes and brought to places where some 
wouldn’t survive to make it out of the residential schools. Getting raped and 
getting told that they had to speak English or get punished. My ancestors 
were just kids that didn’t know they would be brought into this world to just 
live a horrible life. The ones that did make it out of residential schools only 
passed on what they had learned from being in residential school most of 
their life. Natives/Aboriginals started to lead into generations of all kinds of 
abuse. Hurting each other in their families with the drinking and 
gambling. The drugs became a big factor by the 80’s. The murder rate went 
up because of gangs. It’s only because the homes on the reserve were all 
broken down and the poverty; you would be lucky to get raised in a perfect 
home with the proper love and care that you needed and to get an education. 
You were lucky if your parents didn’t drink or any of the bad stuff. You were 
blessed but then most cases even if you were blessed it was easy to talk a 
Native into partying or taking off from home and getting into trouble. 
Now a-days there are a lot of Natives are in jail facilities. You see them drunk 
at every train station and it’s because many Indigenous people are homeless. 
Having nowhere to go to is normal for these individuals. There is a lot of 
cases these days of mental illness in the city and on the reserve. I believe that 
there are many Indigenous people that have a mental illness who aren’t 
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getting the proper help that they need because they just don’t care about 
their well-being. They continuously booze and do drugs. This makes them 
more incapable to strive to move forward. The Natives who are moving 
forward in life and doing what they need to do to create a healthy life and to 
break that cycle, have an even bigger battle against them because they deal 
with the high egos of the public and how the public sees all Native people 
the same way. This is because of the Natives that sit at every corner panning 
for drinks or drugs, the Natives that steal from the liquor stores, the Natives 
that are pulling fraud from banks or the Natives that just gave up trying 
because they keep ending up back in jail. They are making the other Natives 
that won't give up look bad. The ones that keep praying for better days and 
never give up on themselves. The ones that are trying no matter what society 
says or does. They keep moving forward to better themselves to make a 
better life for themselves and their families. Which I call breaking the bad 
cycles of unhealthy lifestyles. In any culture on mother earth, there are same 
cases different stories. It’s always harder doing the right thing and it’s always 
easier doing the bad things. But I believe if you stick to doing good in life, 
you will succeed in having a long healthier life, with 99% breaking the cycle 
of crimes, suicide, drugs, alcohol, and abuse in the Indigenous world. 
Striving for the healthier change in my people and for a better future and 
healthier generations to come means to deal with mental health issues for 
the Indigenous people in the communities and on the reserves and to seek 
counselling if you feel like giving up on living a healthier lifestyle.. 
 
                                                                                                                                      
   Anonymous 
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Last Word 

 

 

There is a place where people care, a place that is safe from bad choices. 
When you don’t know where else to turn. A place that has a bunch of staff 
and volunteers that take the time out of there day to sit down and talk to us, 
when no one else will and all hope is lost. They are a group of people that 
love to help us change our misguided ways, and when we made a good 
choice or truly do try to change no one cares more and has greater feelings 
than the staff at the doorway. I found myself walking on a destructive path 
down a long glass hallway. As I was walking the glass walls behind me were 
breaking and crashing down all around me. I could not go back down the 
broken hallway there was too much glass and no one to trust with a mom 
that was not around and a Dad that did not care and nothing but hate to 
replace what should have been love and an endless search to fit in with no 
luck of finding it. I then heard there was the doorway but without the ability 
to trust anyone. I took advantage of the help they offered me. The help was 
there but the walls were coming down hard around me. My sister was gone, 
my brother was walking in my footsteps my friends were coming and going, 
my life was falling apart. Then I saw those staff would not be here if they did 
not care and love to make a difference. I then realized they are not the 
people that walked away from me they are the people that saved me. For the 
last one and a half months I have accepted the help they give, and the glass 
walls have gotten stronger I have walked 20 feet down my glass hallway and 
there is no glass behind me and plenty of room to turn around now that I see 
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there is people who want what is best for me. Even though I did not take the 
doorway very seriously at first they still did not walk away from me and 
leave me in the dark broken hallway. They stayed and kept faith in me and 
gave me a doorway of my own at the end of my glass hallway. Thank you 
back door staff and volunteers! 

 Cody  

 

 

 


